Bidding practice
This tutorial was run using:
•
•
•

Windows 10 64-bit
Firefox 41.0.2
Browser-based BBO© interface on bridgebase.com

If running on any other hardware (tablet or whatever), the interface and look and feel may be
different.
This document will discuss and show you how to do the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Generate bridge hands
Export the hands to a text file
Upload the text file to BBO©
Start a bidding table on BBO©
Load the generated bridge hands

The web sites referenced in this tutorial are as follows, used with gratitude and thanks to their
respective owners.
playbridge.com

bridgebaseonline.com

Generate bridge hands
The first step in this process is to proceed to playbridge.com then click the Generators button.
The ensuing set of screens and instructions are intuitive to most readers. Once on the page
displayed as a result of clicking that button, we will use the highlighted engine as shown next:

The resultant screen that appears next will resemble the following:

As you set the criteria for generating hands, the sum of the Min. cards for each suit within each
hand must total 13. That is pretty much the only editing that is done by this screen and, if you
end up with impossible numbers, a warning is displayed similar to the following:

Suppose the following criteria were selected for the generated hand:

The hands generated could resemble the following:

Export the hands to a text file
Proceed to the bottom of the screen where the generated boards are displayed, and click the
Export to LIN button as shown next, then follow the ensuing screen’s instructions.

The LIN file is simply a text file that appears to have garbage in it, but its contents mean
something to the engine that brings it into BBO ©.

Upload the text file to BBO©
You will need a username and password to perform this step. The process of obtaining one is
very simple after you choose a username and password.

When creating your account, it would be wise to select a Skill level as the robots you play with
sometimes are sensitive to your proficiency.

Once logged in, you will see a screen with a portion of it similar to the following:

Click My BBO towards the top of the screen, then click Hands and results to bring up a screen
similar to:

Once there, click Import LIN file and follow the resultant dialogue, proceeding as per the
following points:
•
•
•
•
•
•

When the Import LIN file box appears, click Create hand folder
Overwrite the suggested folder name with the text Stayman and more
Click Create new folder
Click Select
Browse to the LIN file created
Click Import

Success will be displayed by a message similar to {nn} games were successfully uploaded into
folder:Stayman and more for username:{username}. Naturally the {nn} and {username} will
display your username and the number of hands imported. Click the x in that window to return.
Click the Back button to rewind to the BBO© main menu.

Start a Bidding Table
We are just about there. Click Start a table on the main menu, using the display lower down on
the screen as shown next, then click Start a Bidding table:

A new table selection box will appear and simply click Start Table. Next you will see the table
resembling the following:

Load the generated bridge hands
Time to practice bidding with the hands you have loaded into BBO©.
•
•
•

Click the text in the South seat and your username will appear; once you click South, a
random hand will appear in your selected spot
Click Robot in the other 3 seats
Click Deal source and a box will appear as per:

•
•
•

Click Use saved deals
Click Select beside Stayman and more
Click Close

When returned to the table, click Redeal to start bidding the hands just uploaded. Proceed
through the bidding and once the contract is set, BBO© will display the 4 hands for study and
discussion as required.
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